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Diptic Photo Collage App by UpTop 
Makes Photos into Art

With all the versatile capabilities of a photo-editing suite, this application 
enables users to import photos from their camera roll or from Facebook 
or Flickr.  High-resolution, brilliant photos present a visual story when 
they are combined into thoughtfully executed works of art.  Perfect for 
presentations or displays, 61 different layouts with mobile, custom borders 
produce polished conversation pieces for all to enjoy.  Those finished  
collages can then be shared instantly via email or social media.   

Tablet Users Create Stunning Compelling Photo Collections 
with Diptic

Lightweight, adaptable Android* tablets are an excellent vehicle for the 
Diptic photo application.  Their glossy, high-definition screen display the 
clearest representations of time and place.  Offering hours of responsive 
functionality, mobile device users can snap hours of pictures wherever 
they want to go.  The sensitive touch screen allows fluid maneuverability 
so that arranging images is smooth and intuitive. 

Capturing and realizing life’s most meaningful moments is a breeze with 
the photo collage possibilities of Diptic.  Users can have an ongoing visual 
dialog by sharing images, “rolling the dice” and returning the randomized 
results.  Mobile devices enable the image-making fun to continue  
anywhere.

Now Available for Intel® Atom™ Tablets for Android* 
 
Making sharp, beautiful images into sophisticated collages is now simple with the Diptic application from UpTop.  Now 
optimized for Intel® Atom™ tablets for Android*, this adept set of tools can edit photos and organize selections into an 
aesthetic theme.  With a broad palette of tasteful elements that work in concert to recreate the atmosphere of place 
and time, Diptic offers quick, user-friendly photomontage designs that can be shared instantly with friends and family.  
Printed presentations, schoolwork, or simple remembrances are all achieved neatly with this one, sleek app.

Features of Diptic for  
Intel Atom Tablets for  
Android*
  
  • Clear, High-resolution Images
  • 61 Adjustable Layout Options 
    with up to Nine Photos
  • Adjust Border Width and Color
  • Export via Camera Roll or 
    Social Media



*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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UpTop Harnesses the Powerful Android Platform to Inspire Vision

A myriad of photographic possibilities are open to Android users with this remarkable photo collage application. By 
simply downloading the Diptic application to their powerful tablets, users can design artful, visual bouquets that  
encapsulate their experiences.  

Diptic Photo Collage is available for immediate download at the Google Play Store: 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.peaksystems.diptic


